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5 Surprising Ways In Which
Telemedicine Is
Revolutionizing Healthcare
“Telemedicine is the natural evolution of
healthcare in the digital world,” American
Telemedicine Association. Telemedicine
empowers the caregivers to remotely interact
with their patients, which greatly improves both
the efficiency and affordability of healthcare.
What the heck is blockchain?
Blockchain is a network of computers that polices itself, so people or businesses can cooperate
without fear that somebody is tampering with the data. Find out more...
Will government embrace a new role in digital ID?
As data breaches and identity theft become increasingly regular parts of the news cycle, there is
growing support for government taking a lead role in identity proofing. If it does happen, expect to
see the Better Identity Coalition's Jeremy Grant showing the way.
A Majority of Teens Have Experienced Some Form of Cyberbullying
59% of U.S. teens have been bullied or harassed online, and a similar share says it's a major
problem for people their age. At the same time, teens mostly think teachers, social media companies
and politicians are failing at addressing this issue.
CDC Wants to Use Blockchain to Get People to Crisis Zones Faster
The tech would pull data from across the agency and automatically identify the right people for
certain emergencies.
Telehealth Can Give Caregivers Much-Needed Support, Peace of Mind
The National Institute on Aging is funding a California-based project to design connected care
platforms that can help caregivers of people with dementia.
Ohio’s Methodical Journey Toward Single Sign-On
Roughly two years after partnering with Deloitte to create a platform that would enable a more
secure, and user-friendly digital experience, Ohio officials have rolled out internal single sign-on to
state employees and external business owners and will integrate key identity records this fall.
After CDOT Attack, Colorado CTO Talks Layers of Defense
Colorado Chief Technology Officer David McCurdy says there’s no amount of cybersecurity funding
that ensures 100 percent protection from cyberthreats, but he believes the state is on the right track.
Google to Invest $25M in AI Research
Google is creating a $25 million fund for artificial intelligence research to help address social and
economic problems.
Rosenworcel proposes 'homework gap fund' to address digital
disparity in K-12 districts
Federal Communications Commissioner Jessica Rosenworcel shared ideas Monday to increase
digital equity — expanding the federal government’s E-rate subsidy program and establishing a
billion-dollar national fund dedicated to closing the “homework gap."
Solving Cybersecurity's People Problem
Guarding against the latest cyberthreats requires an aggressive training program. But can the
human element ever be completely overcome?
5 privacy considerations before trying new edtech in the classroom
Before you dive into new edtech apps, here are a few basic guidelines to keep you on the sunny side
of your school or district technology policies, as well as state and federal law.
Twenty years of children’s online privacy success provides blueprint
for comprehensive public policy
The Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act limits the collection of personal information from
children, establishing an “opt-in” model.
Iowa City’s Rantizo lands $500K in seed funding
Rantizo has developed a unique drone technology that delivers targeted spraying, primarily in
agricultural applications.
U. of Minnesota adds cybersecurity to election best practices program
As election security remains a major issue in U.S. politics, the University of Minnesota has added
cybersecurity as a focus for their online Certificate in Election Administration program.
Integrating a Telehealth Platform into a Diabetes Prevention Program
Diabetes Prevention Programs, which seek to improve health and wellness for people at risk of
developing Type 2 diabetes, are using telehealth to improve access and facilitate better outcomes.
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